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The experience of life is arguably intimate, individual, and powerful. Such experiences shape how people see the world, how they see other people, and even themselves (Goldhagen, 2018). The life experiences of a person exposed to past trauma such as violence, crime, poverty, homelessness or substance abuse can powerfully shape a person’s ability to be a fully actualized person (Felitti, et al., 1998). Designing architectural spaces for such persons presents significant challenges and requires a deep understanding of their capacities, thought processes and needs. Research about how to design for such persons is still in its early development stages (Shepley & Pasha 2013); Nonetheless, the need for well-designed homeless shelters and similar spaces exists right now.

This presentation will discuss our recent experiences with the gathering of empirical research findings from psychology, neuroscience, consumer culture theory and other fields that address mental and behavioral architectural design and our application of these findings to the design of supportive housing projects and homeless shelters. Even with current empirical findings limitations, we suggest that such findings’ useful application can successfully influence the design of these spaces at the present time, and that the human need is sufficiently great
that empirical research results, even if they are not entirely ‘proven’, are often worthy of our attention.

We will discuss our work with two projects in the United Kingdom (permanent supportive housing) and the United States (an emergency shelter) for which we have derived and shared detailed recommendations from empirical information that attend to human psychological issues including security, privacy, self-esteem, sense of community, personal control and the desire for beauty. This work embodies our belief that design can act as a bridge between empirical science and human perception, enabling an enhanced lived experience for persons who arguably may need it the most.
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